Our Capabilities
B&B Print Source is focused on amplifying
your brand using powerful print solutions to
drive sales and meet your business goals. As
a full-service graphic solutions provider, we
strengthen your position in the marketplace
with materials that elevate your visibility.
From fully branded environments to direct
mail to custom apparel, B&B Print Source
covers it all.
Our accounts team members deeply value
our customers. Your B&B representative
will guide you through all the phases of
your project: Concept, cost estimation,
troubleshooting, presschecks, and delivery
and distribution.
We ensure that your project turns out
exactly the way you envisioned it.

Corporate Branding
APPAREL
We offer a wide variety of high-quality apparel
and uniforms, from event-specific, one-time
orders to ongoing programs. We can do it all:
+	Hats and scarves
+	Lanyards & badge holders
+	Jackets and vests

Apparel and promotional items like
those we offer at B&B increase your
name recognition and get customers
thinking about you. We have literally
thousands of high-quality items to
choose from.

PROMOTIONAL ITEMS
Research shows that 89% of consumers
who receive branded materials remember
the name of the company, even two years
later. Promotional items like those we offer at
B&B increase your name recognition and get
customers thinking about you. The sky is the
limit when it comes to offering creative items
that fit your brand and your budget. Offerings
include but are not limited to:
+	Drinkware
+	Water bottles
+	Novelty items
+	Writing instruments
+	Technology items
+	Health, sports & fitness items
+	Golf accessories

+	Scrubs
+	Face coverings
+	Shirts of all styles
+	Sweatshirts and hoodies

OFFSET PRINTING

Nothing beats the power and
quality of offset printing for:

OFFSET PRESSES

+	Magazines

41” 5-Color KBA

+	Brochures
+	Catalogs

+	Ideal for packaging, publications, folders,
brochures and posters

+	Books

+	27” x 40.25” maximum image size

+	Annual reports

+	High quality, large solid areas of ink and
tight registration

+	Long-run Posters
+	Packaging

41” 6-Color KBA with Coater

+	Scanning spectrophotometer for consistent
color accuracy
+	Accommodates up to 48 pt. board
+	4-color + 2 PMS + inline aqueous coating
(6-color only)

20”/2-Color Heidelberg
+	13” x 19.5” maximum image size
+	Ideal for high quality stationery, invitations
and postcards

18”/2-Color Heidelberg (2 presses)
+	12.5” x 17.25” maximum image size
+	Ideal for 1 and 2-color stationery, business
cards, letterheads, envelopes, business
forms

Digital PRINTING
When flexibility, speed, and
personalization take priority,
choose digital printing for:
+	Ideal for manuals, forms, labels
+	OKI Pro Color 900
+	Digital 4-color envelope press Rena Mach 5
+	Digital 4-color envelope press

Halm SuperJet
+	2-color perfecting envelope press
+	State of the art ink mixing system
+	Accurately maintain and control even the
most difficult Pantone colors
+	Develop custom ink colors
+	Consistent results

Xerox Iridesse Production Press
+	Specialty Dry Inks: silver, gold, white,
and clear
+	High-capacity feeding, stacking, and
finishing 4 color process
+	13 x 47.24” maximum media size
+	Digital/Large-run
+	Variable data
+	Ideal for all weights of papers, plastics
and longer runs

Konica BizHub 1250-P
+	11.5” x 17.5” maximum image size
+	Digital/Short-run/black
+	Variable data
+	Saddle stitch, corner stitch and punch
+	Ideal for manuals, forms, labels
+	OKI Pro Color 900
+	Digital 4-color envelope press Rena Mach 5
+	Digital 4-color envelope press

Halm SuperJet
+	2-color perfecting envelope press
+	State of the art ink mixing system
+	Accurately maintain and control even the
most difficult Pantone colors
+	Develop custom ink colors
+	Consistent results

Large format
Our new large format presses can
create superb quality for a huge
range of applications. We can also
produce jaw-dropping textured
designs, and gloss or matte prints at
unprecedented sizes.

ZUND Digital Cutter G3 3XL-250

Use our large format services for:

+	Integrated, compact color camera ICC

+	Point-of-Purchase Displays

+	Over Cutter Camera OCC

+	Indoor/Outdoor Signage
+	Banners
+	Branded Environments

+	10’x10’ cutting table
+	Rigid up to 1.5” thick
+	Rigid & Roll Material up to 120” wide

+	Router (plex, wood, PVCs and plastic)
+	Universal Cutting Tool (vinyls, paper, styrene)
+	Kiss Cut Tool (Adhesive vinyl)

+	Trade Show Graphics

+	Oscillating Cutting tool (foam boards,
corrugates, falcon board)

ENVIRONMENTAL GRAPHICS

+	V-Cut Tool: Specialty Cuts

Canon Arizona 2380 XTF
UV Flatbeds (2)

ESKO Kongsberg XL Multi-Cut

+	Ideal for rigid media up to 1.5” thick

+	Router, Static Knife, Hypersonic Knife, Kiss
Cut Knife.

+	Full bleed image area on a 4’ x 8’ board
+	Roll media capable up to 86.6” wide
+	High-speed production capabilities
+	Prints CMYKLcLm plus white
+	VariaDot (R) Technology for exceptional
image quality
+	Outstanding detail, smooth vignettes and
solid color fills

Canon Colorado 1650 UV Inkjet LED
+	Roll to Roll
+	Max media width 64”
+	Works with various substrate finishes
+	High-speed volume production
+ Inkjet UV Gel CMYK
+	Print resolution up to 1,800 dpi
+	Instant dry, high quality image reproduction

+	Digital Cutting Table with Multi-Cut Head

+	Cuts a variety of materials: vinyl, corrugated,
foam board, plex, aluminum composite,
wood and more.
+	Bed size is 5’ x 10’

Rolinx Arkane Laminator
+	60” Laminator
+	Lamination provides extra protection
+	Laminate boards up to 2” thick
+	Pressure sensitive and thermal laminates

Additional Services
+	2D & 3D design services
+	Prototyping
+	Project management
+	Implementation
+	Kit Pack and Fulfillment
+	Installation

IN HOUSE SERVICES
When we say, “We do it all!” we really do. Our in-house services take your
project from idea to out-the-door with a focus on bringing your brand to life.

FINISHING

Packaging

+	4 Heidelberg Polar programmable memory
cutters, up to 45”

Iberica High Speed Diecutter

+	Duplo DC 646 Slitter/Cutter/Creaser Folding
+	2 MBO continuous feed folders up
to 30” with double gate, refold and
gluing capabilities
+	Bawm Ultrafold XLT
+	DigiFold Pro – automated scoring and
folding for smaller jobs
+	Horizon Crease and Folder – automated
scoring and folding for larger digital jobs
+	Kluge Unifold Gluer/Folder Stitching

+	Large size - 28” x 40” sheet size. Perfect for
folding boxes and longer run die cut folders

Platinum PG-100C Folder/Gluer
+	Folding capabilities include straight line,
double wall, 4 corner, 6 corner, CD wallets,
pocket folders, record sleeves, and mailers
+	39.36” maximum image size
+	24pt maximum stock weight
+	Cover stock, paperboard, corrugated

+	Mueller Stitcher/Trimmer – 6 pocket with
cover feeder, and counter stacker

FULFILLMENT & DISTRIBUTION

+	Duplo booklet maker with
automated scoring

B&B’s large warehouse for finished goods is
dedicated to your fulfillment needs. If you are
interested in saving time, space, or money, we
can help you with services such as:

+	Heidelberg PUR perfect binder
+	UV Coating
+	Tec Lighting 21” auto feed UV machine
+	Shrink wrap, paper banding, drill, collating,
padding, Wire 0, plastic coil binding, hand
stitching and handwork

Die Cutting
+	Heidelberg cylinder letterpress – 22” x 30”
+	Heidelberg windmill letterpress – 10” x 15”
+	Large selection of “house dies”

+	Online ordering
+	Pick and pack orders
+	Just in time delivery of goods
+	Hand assembly
+	Creative solutions for your fulfillment needs
+	Promotional products including mugs, shirts
and anything in between.

PICK UP & DELIVERY
+	Four B&B fleet vehicles
+	Computer integration to UPS, FedEx, and
national trucking services

MAILING SERVICES

Direct mail is a powerful way to
reach your customers. We work
with you to create and deliver your
message to get the results you want.

Addressing & Tabbing

Mailing Lists

+	2 Kirk Rudy high speed Phoenix UV LED
mailing and tabbing system

+ Variable data printing

+	Integrated tabbing to meet all US and
International postal service regulations

+ Tracking regulations and postage

+	Application of postage stamps

Inserting
+	Pitney Bowes Relay 5000 inserter for
high volume folding and inserting systems
to handle large volume mailings
+	We can support a wide range of envelope
sizes and types

+ List management and procurement
+ Efficient all-inclusive print and mail

Let’s
chat
Be Excited
How can we help with your big idea? Our accounts team is here
to onboard your project and stick with you until the job is done!

bbprintsource.com/contact/
For tips, trends, and advice, check out our blog:

bbprintsource.com/blog/
For project ideas and inspiration visit our gallery:

bbprintsource.com/resources/gallery-samples/

Join the fun and follow along
facebook.com/bbprintsource
linkedin.com/company/b&b-print-source
instagram.com/bbprintsource
pinterest.com/bbprintsource/
twitter.com/BBPrintSource

9040 SW Burnham St.
Tigard, Oregon 97223
—
P. (503) 639-9835
F. (503) 639-7310
E. info@bbprintsource.com

